At TaxiTop, We Make Your Ad…
Go Places!

bajrang@taxitopmedia.in

Out-Of-Home Advertising
Out-of-Home (OOH) advertising encompasses digital and static panels carrying advertising across every urban outdoor environment.
Continuous innovation within the medium allows OOH to meet a broader range of communication goals. Beyond the established strength of
rapid broadcast coverage, the growing penetration of the medium in the urban environment has resulted in an ability to offer more tightly
targeted messaging.
Typical OOH formats include billboards, on-car ads, bus-stop shelters, etc
We can do any form of promotion of your products or services outdoors.
Various types of outdoor advertising products:

Connected Consumers…
A lead role in the evolving media landscape.
With the growing number of communication
channels, from online to Video on Demand, to
social media, audiences are becoming increasingly
fragmented. The growing number of devices vying
for our attention reduces individual reach and
effectiveness of brand messaging. OOH remains a
key medium that surrounds audiences in their
everyday environment. It can reach them while
they are close to the point of sale, and when they
are more receptive and are less distracted by other
media.
Sophisticated OOH audience measurement
systems around the world, consistently
demonstrate how the time consumers are exposed
to out-of-home advertising matches closely that of
TV and greater than other major media.

Consumers on the move…
Be where your audience is.
Growing urbanisation means OOH is
becoming a more prominent medium
for more people. As people spend more
and more time outside their home and
office, OOH increasingly is the channel
that allows brands the opportunity to
reach a mass audience rapidly and
consistently.
Evolving targeting technologies within
OOH allow brands to communicate
relevant messaging to relevant audiences
in a more engaging and contextual way.
Whether increasing overall awareness
or targeting defined audiences, OOH
allows brands to communicate directly
to consumers more effectively with
reliable accountability and to achieve
higher ROI.

Out Of Home (OOH)
Embracing Digital

OOH is a versatile advertising medium on account of various
advantages it offers over other forms of media.
These advantages include high coverage in terms of geographic
specification, better brand positioning, and high mass target audience.
The OOH industry has witnessed a closed to 11% CAGR over the last
5 years, growing from INR 2000 Crore in FY’14 to INR 3400 Crores in
FY’19.
Digital Out of Home (DOOH) is a new age innovation in the OOH
industry. DOOH includes Smart LED Panels, 3D Advertising etc.
Typically, brands are willing to pay more for the exclusivity and quality
that OOH offers in terms of DOOH (Digital Out of Home).

** Source – KPMG Aug’19 – India’s digital future: Mass of niches

Go Digital..
DYNAMIC MESSAGING
Dynamic, data-led DOOH campaigns allow brands to offer highly relevant messaging, contextualised to
audience, time and place. With the high accessibility and effectiveness of dynamically targeted campaigns,
TaxiTop Media’s vision is to facilitate dynamic content for all digital campaigns in the future.

ONE TO MANY ADVERTISING
Multiple brands can advertise on a single screen on any given day, thus better ROI for media spent.

GPS DRIVEN

Brands can geo tag a specific location / time of the desired ad to be played.

REMOTE NETWORK MANAGEMENT
All our digital screens are connected via cellular networks, thus giving us full control over content
management, which can be managed anywhere, anytime.

THE Uber ALLIANCE
We have access to a large volume of cab partners via strategic alliance with Uber.

RELIABLE ENGINEERING
Our technical partnership with publicly-listed Xelmoc Design and Tech Ltd. (NSE: XELPMOC) gives us the
powerful advantage of continuous R&D in hardware and software.

Digital Outdoor Advertising
The TaxiTop Media Way

If you are anything like us, you see the vehicle top as an under-utilized advertising
medium in desperate need of Disruption.
In the ride sharing space, there are thousands of rooftops that could be generating
millions of impressions, but are instead doing nothing.
With the sophistication of today’s marketing technology and innovations, TaxiTop
Media has a platform of products which generate impactful brand impressions in
the ride sharing space. Our TaxiTop Smart LED Panel is the flagship product of our
Ad-Tech platform.
TaxiTop Media has collaborated with Uber to monetize this opportunity via
various modes of advertising.

Car Wrap..
There's no denying that car wrap branding through Cab Wraps are quite popular design
product for small businesses.
Cabs come with great advertising space that is seen by everyone moving all around
them. It's like mobile billboard with ad space for which a business owner has to pay for.
The vehicle is transformed into a billboard on wheels to advertise for your company 24
hours a day 7 days a week.
ECONOMIC COST
The cost-per-impression over the life is very low. Compare the cost to Radio or TV
advertising, and you will find that there's no comparison at all.
PERFECTLY-TIMED
These billboards on wheels come in handy at the time of traffic slow down. You may
also look forward to traffic jams as your audience usually searches for anything nearby,
something that keeps them entertained, such as a wrapped vehicle.
LASTS LONGER
An average vehicle wrap usually lasts 2-3 months, that is a long time in for an outdoor
campaign. Also, the number of potential sales garnished more than the pay for the initial
or recurring investment on this media

